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Abstract: Farming is the Prime Occupation in India in malignancy of this; moment the people involved in 

husbandry belong to the lower class and are in deep poverty. The Advanced ways and the Automated 

machines which are leading the world to new heights are been lagging when it's concerned to Farming, 

either the lack of mindfulness of the advanced installations or the attainability leads to poverty in Farming. 

Indeed after all the hard work and the product done by the growers, in moment’s request, the growers are 

cheated by the Agents, leading to poverty. Agro-marketing would make all effects automatic which makes it 

easier to serve as the stylish result to all the problems. FarmFresh husbandry will serve as a way for the 

growers to vend their products across the country just with some introductory knowledge about how to use 

the website. The point will guide the growers in all aspects, including the current request rate of different 

products, the total trade and the earned profit for the vended products, access to the new husbandry ways 

through literacy, and a centralized approach to view different governments' husbandry schemes including 

the compensation schemes for husbandry. Getting profited of the required information related to the 

requests and different products can be made possible through the SMS installation handed by the system.  
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